● Open source consultancy founded in 2001
● Privately owned (independent), flat internal structure
● Headquarters: north west of Spain (A Coruña, Galicia)
● ~45 open source developers from many countries, working from different locations

● What we do:
  ● Development, consultancy, training,...
  ● We offer our upstream expertise to help others building platforms, products and solutions
• Areas/Teams:
  Kernel/OS, multimedia, graphics, browsers, compilers, accessibility, ...

• Platforms/Technologies:
  GNOME, WebKit, MeeGo, Freedesktop.org, Qt, ...

• Experience:
  Many projects for relevant international companies
  Related to platform, middleware and app development
  Creation of and contribution to upstream components
● Members of GNOME Foundation's Advisory Board (2007)
● Patrons of FSF (2011)
● Members of Linux Foundation (2011)
• WebKitGTK+ Hackfest, A Coruña, 2009, 2010 and 2011
• GUADEC Hispana, A Coruña, 2005 and 2010
• GUADEMY, A Coruña, 2007
• GTK+ Hackfest, A Coruña, October 2010
• ATK Hackfest, A Coruña, May 2011
The GNOME Project is a community that makes great software. GNOME is Free Software: all our work is free to use, modify and redistribute. Everyone is welcome to participate in its development.

The beginning
The GNOME Project was started in 1997 by two then university students, Miguel de Icaza and Rosen Horn. They set out to produce a free

Collaboration and meritocracy
GNOME works because of its participants. Over 3000 people have contributed changes to the project's thousands of lines of code.
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• Key for integration of web technologies in the desktop
• Stable team (>10 devs) working on WebKit & WebKitGTK+ and Epiphany
• Many applications using WebKitGTK+, not only browsers
• Related talks:
  • “WebKitGTK+ and WebKit2”, 6 Aug, 14:00, Kinosaal
  • “Blending the web and the desktop”, 7 Aug 9:00, Kinosaal
  • “Build your GNOME app UI using web tech”, BoF, 12 Aug, 10:00
• Stable team working on a11y of different free projects
• a11y support for: GTK+, Clutter, GNOME Shell, Unity 3D, WebKitGTK+, LibreOffice, ...
• Specialized apps: OCRFeeder
• Working to get support from public institutions
• Related talks:
  • “GNOME 3.0 A11y”, 6 Aug 14:00, Rm3038
  • “Accessibility BoF”, 10 Aug 10:00
Grilo: media discovery and browsing
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Problem: lots of media providers, APIs/Protocols in the net; complexity on the application side, reinventing the wheel

Grilo: solution at the platform level (GNOME, KDE, MeeGo)

Used by Totem (GNOME) and Intel's Media Explorer (MeeGo)

Related talks:

- “Developing apps with Grilo”, workshop, 10 Aug 10:00
- “Web media lookup in the GNOME Shell with Grilo”, lightning talk, 7 Aug 14:00, Audimax
http://www.igalia.com
http://planet.igalia.com

Thanks!